COVID-19: RISKS ORGANIZATIONS MAY BE FACING

Hazard

- COVID-19

Operational

- IT infrastructure overloads and system failures
- Cyber attacks and phishing
- Health & Safety violations
- Loss of critical equipment, supplies, infrastructure
- Loss of key personnel
- Employee illness/mental health
- Regulatory compliance
- Loss of productivity
- Employees lack of interest in returning to work post pandemic
- Termination of employment
- Legal liability

Financial

- Credit defaults
- Liquidity risks
- Economic recession
- Meeting contractual obligations
- Meeting lease obligations
- Sales reduction

Strategic

- Supply/Demand fluctuations
• Supply chain breakdown
• Price gauging
• Supply hoarding
• Political hostility
• Supplier impacts
• Pricing wars
• Negative international news coverage

Reputational

• Treatment of employees
• Treatment of customers
• Acts of goodwill
• Poor management practices
• Support or lack of support for front line workers